Book Publisher International
Agreement of Royalty distribution
Date: .................
Name of “BOOK”:
Name of “BOOK CHAPTER”:
Name of “AUTHOR(s)”:
Name of the “PUBLISHER”: Book Publisher International

This agreement is signed on the above mentioned date
date,, between the “PUBLISHER” and the “AUTHOR(s)” for the above
mentioned “BOOK”.
Royalty distribution will be governed by the following clauses:
1. Potential readers (apart from the “AUTHOR(s)”), are expe
expected
cted to purchase the online and print version of the book and
the publisher will accumulate
cumulate profit arising from such sale of Book. Profit will be calculated after deducting all costs from
the actual sale price of the book. Normally 15-18%
15
profit is expected,
d, if high discount is not provided during the sale of
book.
2. Profit will be distributed between the “AUTHOR(s)” and the “PUBLISHER” in 80:20 ratios. The
he “AUTHOR(s)” will get 80%
of the profit and the “PUBLISHER” will get 2
20% of the profit.
3. In case of edited book, 80% of the total profit will be equal proportionately distributed among all “AUTHOR(s)” of the
book chapters. For example, if there are 10 book chapters in an edited book then 80% of the total profit will be equally
distributed among
mong the “AUTHOR(s)” of the 10 chapters. So “AUTHOR(s)” of each chapter will get 8%
% of the total profit.
4. Royalty distribution of every calendar year (January to December) will take place within the first three months (within
March) of the next calendar year. In case of Royalty payable to the “AUTHOR(s)”, the “PUBLISHER” will send a report
regarding the profit calculation by email to the “AUTHOR(s)”. “PUBLISHER” will send the royalty to the corresponding
author’s PAYPAL account. “AUTHOR(s)”
HOR(s)” will take care of the payment processing charge for any other mode of payment
(apart from PAYPAL), like bank wire transfer.
5. Any dispute arising from the royalty distribution will be under the jurisdiction of Kolkata, India.

Signature

(
“AUTHOR(s)”

)

(Dr. M B Mondal)
“PUBLISHER”
Book Publisher International
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